
Alliance for Biosecurity 
Office of the Secretary and Legal Counsel 
1500 K Street, NW, Suite 1100 
Washington, DC 20005 
Telephone: 1.202.230.5133 • Facsimile: 1.202.842.8465 

September 16, 2013 

The Honorable Hal Rogers 
2406 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Rogers, 

On behalf of the Alliance for Biosecurity, we write to strongly support the language included in the 
House Continuing Resolution (CR - H.J. Res. 59 Section 133) to ensure that the medical countermeasure 
enterprise remains fully operational and is not disrupted over the course of the CR. We thank you for 
your leadership and for taking this critical step toward protecting our nation from chemical, biological, 
radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) agents by including anomalous funding for the Biomedical Advanced 
Research and Development Authority (BARDA), the Special Reserve Fund (SRF), and pandemic influenza. 

In 2004, the SRF was given an appropriation of $5.6 billion, which was to remain available until 2013. 
Because of this advance appropriation, a CR without anomalies for BARDA, the SRF, and flu, would 
effectively defund these programs, thereby stalling investment in research, development and 
procurement of these medical countermeasures (MCMs) and exacerbating gaps in the country's 
preparedness. 

The impact of an intentional CBRN attack or a naturally occurring disease epidemic poses a clear danger 
to the national security of the United States. As the recent events in Syria demonstrate, our nation's 
vulnerability to biological and chemical threats remain high and the consequences of being unprepared 
are severe. Funding is also vital towards ensuring we can respond to pandemic influenza outbreaks 
when they occur either in the U.S. or around the world, as is currently being demonstrated by the 
response to the emerging threat of the H7N9 influenza virus. Developing the vaccines, medicines, and 
other products necessary to protect the American public from these threats requires sustained 
commitment and dedicated funding. 

In combination, Project BioShield, BARDA, and the SRF have dramatically increased the nation's ability to 
respond to biological agents such as anthrax, smallpox, or pandemic influenza. Replenishing the newly 
reauthorized SRF, pandemic influenza, and BARDA funding is essential to ensuring HHS's ability to 
continue the development and procurement of promising countermeasures. Without confidence that 
the government is committed to procuring MCMs, companies will likely scale back or abandon efforts to 
produce MCMs. The United States has improved greatly our preparedness capabilities over the last 
decade and failure to continue funding these programs risks undoing the progress made. 

Recognizing the vital role of these programs, the Alliance urges the inclusion of these anomalies for 
those essential programs which allow BARDA and the MCM enterprise to: (i) continue advanced 
research and development of CBRN countermeasures, (ii) procure CBRN countermeasures, (iii) 
prepare for and respond to an influenza pandemic or other emerging infectious diseases, and (iv) 
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deliver products to the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS). (See Section 133 of the CR). 

Thank you again for your support.lf you should have any questions please contact Maureen Hardwick 
(202-230-5133, Maur 

( )

e.en. Hardwick@dbr.com ). 

g,:)  

Elisabeth Posillico, President & CEO, Elusys Therapeutics, Inc. 

Vrs HedegaahTr , Pesident & CEO, Bavarian Nordic, A/S 

Co-Chairs, Alliance for Biosecurity 


